Trending Tumblers
Web Catalog
Bump Set Spike Repeat
Product URL https://trendingtumblers.com/bump-set-spike-repeat
Short Description: PRODUCT DETAILS
- Designs are permanently laser engraved in the USA
- Tumblers are powder coated for durability
- Choose from 30oz Tumbler or 32oz Water Bottle
- BPA and Lead Free
- Hand wash only, no microwave
Full Description: Tumblers - 30oz Double Wall Vacuum-Sealed Insulated - These tumblers offer best-in-class
insulation. Tested to keep ice from melting for 24-48 hours! Whether you want to keep your drink cold or hot these
Trending Tumblers have gone through rigorous testing to ensure maximum durability and exceptional
performance. 18/8 Stainless Steel and Powder-Coated Color - These premium stainless steel Trending Tumblers use
only the best materials to get the job done. Why would you gamble on inferior materials? Each tumbler comes with a
strong plastic sliding and spill proof lid, as well as a thick plastic straw. Unique Funnel Design - Trending Tumblers
unique funnel design is shaped to be able to fit in your cupholder but with a large upper reservoir you are sure to be
able to fit the maximum amount of liquid possible!Hydro Water Bottle -32oz Double Wall Vacuum-Sealed Insulated These hydros offer best-in-class insulation. Tested to keep ice from melting for 24-48 hours! Whether you want to
keep your drink cold or hot these Trending Tumblers have gone through rigorous testing to ensure maximum
durability and exceptional performance.2 Lids and Comfort Straw - Each flask comes with an easy sip lid (straw
attached inside) and an easy carry lid for your ultimate convenience.18/8 Stainless Steel and Powder-Coated Color These premium stainless steel Trending Tumblers Hydro Water Bottles use only the best materials to get the job
done. Why would you gamble on inferior materials?
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Choose Product Type*:
Tumbler Color*:

Hydro Water Bottle Color*:

30 oz Tumbler
32oz Hydro Bottle
Black
Red
White
Blue
Teal
Pink
Purple
Black
Red
White
Blue
Teal
Pink

Price $29.95
SKU: SP0005
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